WaterFurnace geothermal systems are perfect
for heating and cooling any home meeting current
insulation standards. We offer a variety of packaged
units that: provide a complete heating and cooling
solution; lower your heating and cooling bills up
to 70%; improve your overall comfort throughout
the year; and help preserve our environment by not
burning fossil fuels.

In addition to heating and cooling systems, we offer
both a packaged radiant floor system as well as
a dedicated radiant solution to keep your floors
warm, your sidewalks free of snow and ice and
provide potable hot water.
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Your WaterFurnace dealer will walk you through various equipment options
and present a proposal for your home.

Is it really good for the environment?
A WaterFurnace system reduces CO2 emissions by hundreds of thousands
of pounds so homeowners are able to reduce carbon emissions and
dependency on foreign oil with one simple solution. That’s one reason the
Environmental Protection Agency has called it “the most environmentally
friendly way to condition our homes.” By eliminating the combustion process
from your heating solution, your family need not worry about accidental
carbon monoxide poisoning or explosion either.

THE EPA CALLS GEOTHERMAL
“THE most ENERGY EFFICIENT,
environmentally CLEAN
AND COST-EFFECTIVE” WAY TO
CONDITION OUR HOMES
—	EPA study
“Space Conditioning, The Next Frontier” 		
(Report 430-R-93-004)
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How much will it cost?

earth loops

Cost varies depending on conditions. Once your dealer has determined the
best system for your home, final costs can be estimated more accurately.
If you’re curious, your dealer can even show you how repairing your
existing fossil fuel system can actually be more costly than installing a new
WaterFurnace geothermal system — the most efficient heating and cooling
system on the planet.

Will it really save me money?

Horizontal

Vertical

Installed when adequate land
is available, these loops use
trenches dug with a backhoe
or chain trencher.

Typically used when space is
limited. Holes are bored using
a drilling rig. A pair of pipes is
then inserted and buried.

Pond

Open

If an adequately sized body of
water is close to your home, a
pond loop can be installed.

Utilized when a abundant
supply of quality well water
is available.

A WaterFurnace system can dramatically lower utility bills. In fact, your
monthly savings will usually surpass any payments associated with the
installation of your system! When was the last time you purchased something
that actually put money back in your pocket? Many homeowners see a
return on investment (ROI) as high as 28%. Ask your local WaterFurnace
dealer to run an energy analysis with our exclusive software suite to detail
your potential savings. Positive cash flow from a new installation is a real
possibility. However, even if it does cost a few dollars a month to own the
best system available (utility savings offset by financing costs) you will be
way ahead of the game, and glad you made the switch to WaterFurnace.

Don’t Delay. Call your local WaterFurnace
dealer today!

* Ground loop illustrations ©WaterFurnace International, Inc.

GEOTHERMAL PRODUCTS

envision™

Envision™ Hydronic

Envision™ SPLIT

SYNERGY3D

Provides homeowners with a
heating and air conditioning
solution in a single unit.

Perfect solution for radiant
floor applications, hot water
generation, and snow/ice melt.

Installation flexibility allows any
application to enjoy the benefits of geothermal.

Combines both heating and
cooling with a hydronic solution—
all in one.

Accessories
WaterFurnace offers several innovative options and accessories to get even more out of your system. These features can increase your system’s
value, simplify its operation and improve its efficiency.

SYNERGY3D
ALL-IN-ONE & INTEGRATED RADIANT HEAT

IntelliZone™
With IntelliZone, you can control
the temperature in up to four
zones throughout your home.
Zoning precisely controls comfort
the
ultimate
comfort
in eachFor
room
while
lowering
your
energy bills.

With the Synergy3D Series, you’ll enjoy incredible energy savings on your heating and cooling
costs while providing hot water for radiant floor heat. The Synergy3D is the geothermal equivalent
of a boiler, furnace and air conditioner—all in a single unit. Heavy-gauge metal cabinets are coated
with a durable metallic finish for long lasting beauty and protection. Copeland dual capacity
scroll compressors provide outstanding performance and reliability, while coated air coils
add durability and longer life. Synergy3D units utilize ozone-safe R-410A refrigerant. Variable
speed ECM blower motors are used for quiet operation. A sophisticated microprocessor control
sequences all components during operation for optimum performance, and provides easy-toThermostats
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with a Heat Recovery Ventilator.
Also available are several high
efficiency filters to remove dust,
smoke, odors, bacteria, allergens
and pollen.
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